
We talk a lot about protecting pipes in the winter months, but 
did you know, pipes need year-round protection!

As of April 1st, Jonah Water is under Stage 1 (voluntary) drought restrictions, let’s work together to conserve 
water and can keep it that way! Help out by washing vehicles at the carwash, avoid water-heavy landscaping 
(like fountains, non-native plants), and use the dishwasher instead of washing by hand!
To stay up to date with 
drought restrictions, 
conservation efforts and 
ideas, and find more 
ways to stay cool, follow 
us on social media!

Below are some of the biggest culprits when it comes to clogged pipes 
and BIG plumbing bills. Make sure everyone in your household knows 
that ONLY toilet paper gets the flush!

● Hygiene Products: Thought they may seem harmless, items like 
dental floss, cotton balls, and first aid products (like bandages 
and gauze can lead to expensive clogs.

● Cooking fat and grease: Try pouring cooled grease into a paper 
cup, leftover food carton, or some tin foil and then a plastic bag 
before discarding in the trash!

● Leftover and expired medication: Both prescription and 
over-the-counter medications should be disposed of properly to 
avoid contaminating local water supplies.

● Feminine Products: By design, these products absorb liquid 
instead of biodegrading. Keep them out of your pipes if you want 
to avoid a costly plumbing bill!

● Household Chemicals and Paint: 
Flushing leftover liquid chemicals 
might seem like the easy way 
out, but many can be corrosive 
or cause clogs that damage the 
pipes as well as the water 
supply.

● Paper Towels, Tissues, Wipes: Tissue paper is designed to be extra thin and 
break down quickly. These products, on the other hand, are designed to be 
stronger and hold up longer. These can sit in your pipes and cause big clogs!



Is your contact info up to date? Make sure to update your contact information 
online through our bill pay portal or stop by the office with your driver’s license or 
photo ID  and we can update your account with a new address, phone number, 
and email!

Look for leaks! Now that we’ve thawed out from winter 
weather, it's the perfect time to check your home for 
water leaks! Look carefully in kitchens, bathrooms, and 
laundry areas for any wetness, including behind 
appliances. If you suspect a leaky toilet, place a few 
drops of food coloring into the tank and wait overnight to 
see if the color changes in the bowl without flushing by 
the morning, if it does, you’ve got a leak!

Hint: Think you might see a leak in a Jonah water line? 
Let us know and if we find one, you can save $20 off your 
next water bill!


